
TV WATCHING MAKES YOU LAZY

Why do we say that TV doesn't make people violent and lazy? Will watching TV get you into lazy habits, and steal your
time, will your productivity skyrocket if.

There are many excuses people have for watching TV, some of them psychological, but they're all premised
around the fact that television makes our lives a little bit easier. If everyone always tuned in to watch Rainbow
Dash and her awesome shenanigans, this might actually be a valid argument - but it fails to explain why very
consistently, the highest rated shows on television are news or sports events - the two types of shows that are
the LEAST escapist in nature. We learn good and bad behaviors from interacting with other people. As child,
your guardian has more of an influence over your actions than any video game or TV program because they
are your concrete influences. As far as lazy If somebody is actually this addicted to television, that television
actually provides closure in their life, then they have no life. Isn't that ultimately much more empowering? Go
to the gym? Rogers versus ninja turtles if you will. Researchers found that every additional hour spent
watching television at 29 months, beyond US recommended guidelines, corresponded to small decreases in
classroom engagement, math achievements, and time spent on physical activity in later years. Go larping as
zombies and take over the town? Say I got robbed, and then watched a TV program about robbers behind bars.
Television watching had no impact on reading skills, the study noted. Were those same people to read a book,
they could receive these messages in a far more meaningful way - ie not condensed into a little 1-hour slot
with annoying ads throughout. Rather than watching sport, they could achieve the same psychological goals
and get fit in the process by actually doing sport. Thin slobs are still slobs. It will look at the effects of
changing TV content on preschool children, rather than effects of eliminating such content. But the fact
remains that no matter what the underlying need that drives us, the choice to use television to fulfill that is
universally informed by laziness. Children in the study at 29 months watched an average of 8. They are
completely, evidently and possibly hopelessly disconnected from reality. The resolution is negated. What was
the question? Yes you can get rich by working, but people who aren't rich also work. With the advent of
remote controls they don't even need to move from their beds. That said, Christakis's stopped his own kids
from watching TV until the age of two; I myself can't bear the thought of my kids watching any regular TV
programming; we don't get cable, have never missed it well, okay, I miss it during the baseball playoffs , and
the kids get by with Charlie and Lola and David Attenborough. In fact, most violent people learn to be violent
through relationships with other people. And in addition, any talk of regulating TV content â€” or even
studying the facts â€” runs into freedom of speech issues. I do agree that experiences help shape who we
ultimately become, but if television has more of an influence over you than other people, then something
much deeper is wrong. Yes, lazy people sit around and watch TV, but so do active people. Go to the beach?
All the psychological needs of television are better met in other, slightly more strenuous ways. Not only does
life often provide closure, or TV shows do this no more often than life - if you really want closure, watching
TV will not solve the problem. Man could do no wrong. TV can't make you lazy because everyone who looks
at TV isn't lazy. Christakis then did a follow-up , drawing on a different long-term sample, showing that the
link to later attentional problems was particularly strong for cartoons and other entertainment programmes
watched before the age of three. In any case, it figures that TV, being such a powerful, ubiquitous, and fairly
unique medium â€” especially if you go heavy on the fast-paced stuff â€” has to have a particular effect on
kids' brain development.


